
Zeck Zander Gummi Softbait Nightshade | 
9cm

Zeck Fishing

Product number: ZK-420005

Catchy rubber fish series for zander fishing.

Weight: 0.0059 kg
4,45 € * 4,45 €

Zeck Zander Gummi rubber fish - excellence and innovation in the 
angling world.

Experience and passion have created the Zeck Zander Gummi Soft Bait, designed and perfected by 
renowned angling expert Sebastian Haenel. Each rubber fish is the result of almost two decades of 
innovation and attention to detail, developed to meet the exacting demands of every dedicated angler.

Features and benefits

Very soft rubber compound: Each Zander soft bait is made from a high quality, soft rubber 
compound for durability and flexibility. It withstands multiple attacks and drills without losing its 
shape.
Floating: The floating nature of these rubber fish greatly improves catching efficiency by providing a 
more realistic presentation and movement underwater.
Hand moulded: The hand-cast process ensures unsurpassed detail and quality in each and every lure.
Eye-catching durable eye: Features carefully designed eye-catching eyes specifically designed to 
attract zander and perch. The light/dark contrasts are particularly attractive to these fish and result in 
more efficient bite conversion.

Versatile size options

Zeck Zander rubber fish are available in three different sizes, each with unique characteristics:



9 cm: A small, compact zander lure ideal for zander and perch. This lure offers a lively run and can be 
cast far. Optimal with Jig Head Round #3/0, Chebu Hook #3/0 or Bladed Jig #3/0.
12 cm: This lure is a classic among connoisseurs, known for its high-frequency run with a low 
pressure wave. It runs like a dash through the water and its small low-action paddle reacts to the 
slightest tug. Particularly suitable for light heads and greater depths. Optimal with Jig Head Round 
#4/0, Chebu Hook #4/0, Drop Shot Nose Hook #1/0 or Bladed Jig #4/0.
16 cm: The largest version, designed to attract more attention and fish more selectively for larger 
zander. With a high frequency barrel and a pronounced rolling action, it creates a body shake and 
responds to the lightest pull. Optimal with Bullet Jig Head #6/0.

Colours for every situation

The Zeck Zander rubber lures are available in a range of 12 eye-catching colours. Each colour has been 
carefully selected to best suit different fishing conditions, including varying water turbidity, light conditions 
and specific target fish:

Nightshade - goby colour that has been quite successful in the Rhine.
Gürkchen - universal colour, brings something everywhere
Pinki - good for lakes
Reaktor - UV bomb, works in turbid water
Violettglitter - for example for fishing in quarry lakes
Törtelgruen - always a bank in turbid water when the sun is shining
Blondi - ideal for dredging lakes
Goldglitter - works very well in a reservoir
Brauni - also a classic for reservoirs
Fischli - also top for quarry ponds
Rauchglitter - great for clear water
Sandman - works well where the substrate is sandy

Choose Zeck Zander Gummi soft baits lures

Zeck Zander rubber lures are more than just fishing lures. They are the result of a lifelong passion for fishing 
and innovation. Whether you're an experienced angler looking to improve your catch rate or a beginner 
discovering your passion for fishing, these rubber fish are an essential tool in your tackle box. Try them 
today and experience the difference!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

